**MS 239**  
**Institute of Jewish Affairs Additional Papers 2: T sequence - archives**

**MS 239/T1 Organisations**

- **MS 239/T1/1**  Agence Juive pour Israel: information bulletins, in French; ‘La propagande anti-Israelienne en milieul etudiant en France’  
  **1970-1**

- **MS 239/T1/2**  American Jewish Congress: correspondence  
  **1957**

- **MS 239/T1/3**  Amnesty International: copy of ‘Report on the treatment of certain prisoners under interrogation in Israel’; copies of a letter and statements by the Israeli embassy, London, in response to the report  
  **1970**

- **MS 239/T1/4**  Anglo-Jewish Association: correspondence; press releases; minutes of a meeting of the council, 1954; statement by Ewen Montagu, President, to the annual general meeting, 1953; ‘The Anglo-Jewish domestic scene’ an address by Ewen Montagu to the Anglo-Jewish Association conference, 1954; *AJA review*; publicity leaflet  
  **1950-4**

- **MS 239/T1/5**  Association for the Study of the World Refugee Problem: correspondence, paper, in German  
  **1967-8**

- **MS 239/T1/6**  Council of Europe: correspondence; printed article; typescript of ‘Notes on recent developments in the field of human rights’; typescript of ‘Suggestions for a programme of WJC activities’; notes on the Council of Europe  
  **1961-3**

- **MS 239/T1/7**  Council of Europe: correspondence; circulars; motion for a recommendation on anti-Semitism in Russia; calendar of the assembly of the Council of Europe  
  **1964**

- **MS 239/T1/8**  Council of Europe: correspondence; memorandum on efforts to bring some of the World Jewish Congress’ problems to the attention of the Council of Europe  
  **1964-7**

- **MS 239/T1/9**  Council of Europe: correspondence; papers, including a report and details of voting by countries  
  **1965-6**

- **MS 239/T1/10**  Council of Europe: correspondence, papers, some in French and German; report and draft resolutions of the Council of Europe; meeting of minister deputies of the Council of Europe, with a note of voting on crime problems and resolutions agreed; minutes of the Department of International Affairs of the World Jewish Congress; letter concerning Jews in Egypt; ‘Proposed European convention against incitement to racial, national and religious hatred’; short minutes of talks of the World Jewish Congress with the Austrian Minister of Justice and others at Strasbourg; short minutes of a talk of the World Jewish Congress at the Foreign Office, London, relating to the proposed European convention against the incitement to racial and religious hatred  
  **1966-7**

- **MS 239/T1/11**  Council of Europe: correspondence; items for the agenda; memorandums; short minutes of a meeting at the Foreign Office with C.Dresser of the Western Organisation Department, 1970; agendas; notes; ‘The Council of Europe and measures against...’  
  **1966-71**
incitement to racial and religious hatred and violence' by I.J. Linton; declaration of the situation of Soviet Jewry adopted by the European executive of the World Jewish Congress; resolution of peace in the Middle East for the European executive of the World Jewish Congress; Congress digest

MS 239/T1/12 Council of Europe: correspondence; papers, including an agenda, note on the United Nations Draft convention on the non-applicability of the statute of limitations to war crimes and crimes against humanity 1968-9

MS 239/T1/13 Council of Europe: correspondence, including a copy of a letter, statistics relating to products made and exported by Western European countries to Arab countries; reports of the sessions of the assembly and of resolutions of the Council of Europe 1971

MS 239/T1/14 Institute of Jewish Affairs: correspondence with Austria, Belgium Denmark, Greece, India, Israel, Italy, Netherlands and Sweden 1969-70

MS 239/T1/15 Interpol: correspondence; minutes of the administrative committee of the World Jewish Congress; papers; notes of talks; papers of plenary sessions, resolutions, statute, some in French, of the International Criminal Police Organisation 1961-2

MS 239/T1/16 Mizrachi-Hapoel Hamizrachi Federation: correspondence, newspaper cuttings, notes of discussions of honorary officers of the British section of the World Jewish Congress, concerning a controversy between the World Jewish Congress and the Mizrachi-Hapoel Hamizrachi Federation 1966

MS 239/T1/17 Palcor news agency: telegrams, papers of the news agency, some in Hungarian; letter from the editor of Uj élet, the official paper of the Central Board of Jews of Hungary certifying that Dr Siegfried Roth is a member of the board of editors 1946

MS 239/T1/18 United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights: correspondence; 'Notes on the discussion of anti-Semitism in the UN Human Rights Commission in relation to the draft international convention on the elimination of all forms of religious intolerance' by Roberta Cohen of the World Jewish Congress, New York; memorandum from Natan Lerner to the executive of the World Jewish Congress on the Twentieth Session of the Commission on Human Rights; papers on the creation of a UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and the mechanism through which a commissioner would work; summary record of the Twenty Second Session of the Commission of Human Rights 1964-6

MS 239/T1/19 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO): correspondence of the Cultural Department of the World Jewish Congress and UNESCO; papers; memorandums; list of member countries; list of international non-governmental organisations 1968-74

MS 239/T1/20 United Restitution Organisation: correspondence with the World Jewish Congress, mainly in German 1955-67

MS 239/T1/21 Vatican: correspondence, including the World Jewish Congress; press releases; newspaper cuttings; 'Draft law on the civil right of religious freedom' approved by the Council of Ministers at its meeting, for submission to the Spanish senate; 'Note on a conversation with Cardinal Augustine Bea'; 'Notes on the second
session of the Ecumenical Council; 'Observations on chapter IV of the Schema on ecumenism before the Vatican Council II' by Dr A. Steinberg; correspondence, papers of the Office of Chief Rabbi, London, on calendar reform; draft statement to the Vatican by the World Jewish Congress

MS 239/T1/22 World Council of Churches: correspondence, some in French or Hebrew script; press release of the World Council of Churches' resolution on anti-Semitism; text of report of a statement by the Russian Orthodox church 1961-2


MS 239/T1/24 World Jewish Congress - general: newspaper cuttings; correspondence, some in German; circulars; press releases; papers, some in Hebrew script; statements; typescript notes of a conference of the World Jewish Congress at the Foreign Office on international supervision of burial sites in Germany; memorandum submitted to the United Nations Economic and Social Council; comments of the World Jewish Congress referring to the draft convention on the death of missing persons; resolutions on indemnification of war emergency conference of World Jewish Congress; copies of reports, memorandums of A.L. Easterman; minutes of meetings; plenary session papers; copies of Foreign Office papers 1944-91

MS 239/T1/25 World Jewish Congress: typescripts of addresses, reports of activities and articles relating to the World Jewish Congress; booklet 1948-50, n.d.

MS 239/T1/26 World Jewish Congress - Geneva, first conference: papers; pamphlets; information for delegates 1936

MS 239/T1/27 World Jewish Congress - European conference on anti-Semitism: circulars; newspaper articles; programme; lists of delegates; papers; introduction; implementation of recommendations and internal recommendations adopted by the European conference on anti-Semitism; country surveys - Great Britain, France, Sweden, Switzerland, Belgium, Italy, Greece, Netherlands; 'Report on anti-Semitic, nazi, fascist and right wing organisations in Europe and their international links'; Report by the Federal German Ministry of the Interior 'Experiences gained in the observation of and fight against right wing extremists and anti-Semitic tendencies'; 'Incitement against groups of the population': comparative legal analyses by Dr Hendrik George van Dam; 'Survey of anti-Semitism and nazi-fascist activities in Europe' 1962-3

MS 239/T1/28 World Jewish Congress - Cultural Department: reports 1969-72

MS 239/T1/29 World Jewish Congress - Cultural Department: correspondence; 'Jewish people's university - a master plan'; 'Report of a meeting devoted to the preparation of a symposium of Jewish culture in the Soviet Union to be held under the auspices of the cultural department of the World Jewish Congress'; 'The prospects of Jewish culture in the Soviet Union' 1969-72

MS 239/T1/30 World Jewish Congress - Cultural Department: minutes of the 1969-74
academic advisory council

MS 239/T1/31 World Jewish Congress - Cultural Department: correspondence; papers; typescript report of the first Iranian seminar for Jewish intelligentsia, Teheran, Mar 1974; memorandum; minutes of the meeting of the organising committee of the Congress on Fundamental Problems of Yiddish Culture Today; report 1972-5

MS 239/T1/32 World Jewish Congress - Executive: copies, in English, French and German, of reports on the political activities of the executive committee of the Committee of Jewish Delegates and of the World Jewish Congress 1934-5

MS 239/T1/33 World Jewish Congress - Executive: copies of notes on the meeting of the World Executive of the World Jewish Congress, Geneva 1951

MS 239/T1/34 World Jewish Congress - Executive: correspondence; agendas; report; papers on Germany and Eastern Europe; draft resolutions on the achievement of Jewish unity; papers on the Zagreb international peace conference of the meeting of the World Executive of the World Jewish Congress, Geneva 1951

MS 239/T1/35 World Jewish Congress - Executive: correspondence; provisional agenda; resolutions of meetings of the European Executive of the World Jewish Congress; Remarks on major organizational problems of the World Jewish Congress and special problems pertaining to the area of the European branch of the World Jewish Congress Executive which was submitted to the conference at The Hague; plan for the Institute of Jewish Affairs; summary of a meeting between representatives of the Joint Distribution Committee and representatives of Union OSE; petition to the Romanian government 1952-5

MS 239/T1/36 World Jewish Congress - Executive: correspondence; minutes of a meeting of the World Jewish Congress executive committee at Paris, resolutions of the meeting; survey of press coverage; notes of a private conversation between representatives of leading Jewish organisations; paper on suggestions of the Israel executive 1955

MS 239/T1/37 World Jewish Congress - Executive: correspondence; list of participants, agenda and background material for a meeting of the European Executive of the World Jewish Congress at The Hague; report on the meeting in the bulletin of the British section of the World Jewish Congress 1955

MS 239/T1/38 World Jewish Congress - Executive: correspondence; provisional agenda; invitation; press release; survey of publicity; minutes of meeting of the World Jewish Congress Executive Committee 1956

MS 239/T1/39 World Jewish Congress - Executive: correspondence; timetable of meeting; list of offices to which minutes of the World Executive of the World Jewish Congress were sent; survey of World Jewish Congress publications, listing the place of publication, title and various outgoings and receipts 1957

MS 239/T1/40 World Jewish Congress - Israeli Executive: correspondence; minutes of meetings 1956

MS 239/T1/41 World Jewish Congress - Israeli Executive: correspondence; minutes of meetings 1957
MS 239/T1/61 World Jewish Congress: correspondence K-L 1954-5
MS 239/T1/62 World Jewish Congress: correspondence M-N 1954-5
MS 239/T1/63 World Jewish Congress: correspondence O-Q 1954-5
MS 239/T1/64 World Jewish Congress: correspondence R 1954-5
MS 239/T1/65 World Jewish Congress: correspondence S 1954-5
MS 239/T1/66 World Jewish Congress: correspondence T-V 1953-5
MS 239/T1/67 World Jewish Congress: correspondence W-Z 1954-5
MS 239/T1/68 World Jewish Congress: correspondence; minutes of the American branch of the World Jewish Congress; newspaper articles; papers; 'Quatrième note d'information'; 'report on my visit to Mexico' by Dr. Simon Federbush; copies of documents relating to Philipp Auerbach; 'The position of the World Jewish Congress in Latin America'; 'Report on the visit of the American Jewish Committee delegation to Buenos Aires'; 'World Jewry today' by Nehemiah Robinson 1945-61
MS 239/T1/69 World Jewish Congress: correspondence; report on the session of the United Nations sub-commission on discrimination and minorities; reports on sessions of the United Nations' Human Rights Commission; list of principal officers of the Council of Europe; 'Resolutions adopted by the World Executive of the World Jewish Congress, 1964'; questionnaire on the nature and organisation of a cooperative effort to promote the cause of disarmament; provisional list of participants of the World Executive meeting of the World Jewish Congress, 1961; memorandum on the annual AJDC overseas conference and the second assembly of the European Jewish Services by Gerhart M.Riegner 1951-68
MS 239/T1/70 World Jewish Congress; correspondence; typescript papers: 'The growth of anti-Semitic activities in Europe'; 'Trends in Argentine Catholicism today'; 'Short minutes of the meeting held at Israel Sieff's house'; 'Etude De Me Limoujoux avoue pres la cours d'appel de Limoges'; aide memoire on the revival of nazism and fascism; survey on Italy for the World Jewish Congress European Conference on Anti-Semitism; copy of Panorama 1962-5
MS 239/T1/71 World Jewish Congress: correspondence; paper on Hungarian Jews 1963-9
MS 239/T1/72 World Jewish Congress: correspondence; memorandums; press releases; typescript of 'Report on visit to Rhodesia, South Africa and Kenya' by Max Melamet, 1969; minutes and committee papers of the North American branch of the World Jewish Congress; report on the twenty fourth session of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights by Roberta Cohen 1968-71
MS 239/T1/73 World Jewish Congress: correspondence; typescript paper 'The political situation in Argentina' 1969
MS 239/T1/74 World Jewish Congress: correspondence; opening report of the World Conference of Christians for Palestine; circular concerning action taken with relation to trials in Russia; bulletins; newspaper articles 1969-71


MS 239/T1/81 World Jewish Congress: correspondence of W.Pulverman, World Jewish Congress, New York, concerning donations and accounts 1954-7

MS 239/T1/82 World Jewish Congress: correspondence of Dr N.Robinson, World Jewish Congess, New York 1956

MS 239/T1/83 World Jewish Congress: correspondence of Dr N.Robinson, World Jewish Congress, New York 1957

MS 239/T1/84 World Jewish Congress: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, New York 1957

MS 239/T1/85 World Jewish Congress: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, New York; press releases; newspaper cuttings; memorandums on sessions of the United Nations including the fifteenth session of the sub-commission on prevention of discrimination and protection of minorities, on the discussion on Israel 1961-4

MS 239/T1/86 World Sephardi Federation: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, some in French; programme and papers for a conference, in French; press releases; 'Remarks on the Sephardic Jews throughout the world and the importance of their revitalization for the renaissance of the Jewish people' 1950-5

MS 239/T1/87 Zentralrat der Juden in Deutschland: correspondence, some in German; 'Namentliche list', 1956 1954-60

MS 239/T1/88 Zionist Federation of Great Britain and Ireland: correspondence with the World Jewish Congress; publicity for lectures 1956-7
**MS 239/T2 Countries, places**

- **MS 239/T2/1 Aden**: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; memorandum relating to the problems of Jewish community in Aden. 1940-52
- **MS 239/T2/2 Aden**: correspondence; typescript of ‘Notes on the relations of the World Jewish Congress to the Jewish community of Aden and actions taken by the World Jewish Congress on behalf of that community’. 1952
- **MS 239/T2/3 Africa**: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; information notes and a memorandum, in French, on Algeria; notes on the Jewish community in Libya and on Rhodesia. 1956-65
- **MS 239/T2/4 Africa, north**: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, information notes, in French. 1951-6
- **MS 239/T2/6 Africa, north**: correspondence of North African sections of the World Jewish Congress, two booklets in the Fascicules d'Historie Juive series, translation of an article. 1955-7
- **MS 239/T2/7 Albania**: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, some in French. 1948
- **MS 239/T2/8 Algeria**: correspondence; information notes; reports, in French, of meetings of the administrative council of the Federation of Jewish Communities in Algeria; Rapport de la commission algerienne du Congres Juif Mondial pour la revision des livres scolaires; list, in French, of the Algerian communities, with the names of cultural presidents and the approximate number of Jewish inhabitants; ‘Rapport aux membres du comite executif sur mon voyage en Afrique du nord’. 1949-59
- **MS 239/T2/9 Australia**: correspondence, report of a conversation between Dr I.Schwarzbart and Max Freilich, chairman of the standing committee for overseas Jewry, a committee of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry. 1948-58
- **MS 239/T2/10 Australia**: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; annual report of the Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies. 1952-6
- **MS 239/T2/11 Australia**: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress. 1957
- **MS 239/T2/12 Austria**: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; map of Jewish mass graves and concentration camp cemeteries in Austria. 1948-56
- **MS 239/T2/13 Austria**: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; typescript of a BBC broadcast Roads to Britain. 1956
- **MS 239/T2/14 Austria**: correspondence; typescript notes of the World Jewish Congress. 1957
| MS 239/T2/15 | Austria: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress and the
Israelitsche Kultusgemeinde, Vienna, in German | 1957-9 |
| MS 239/T2/16 | Afghanistan and Pakistan: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; booklet 'Persia and Afghanistan and their Jewish communities' by Nehemiah Robinson | 1946-53 |
| MS 239/T2/17 | Belgium: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; report on a visit to Belgium | 1948-52 |
| MS 239/T2/18 | Belgium: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; paper setting out the World Jewish Congress organisation in Belgium; newspaper article | 1953-5 |
| MS 239/T2/19 | Belgium: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress | 1956-9 |
| MS 239/T2/20 | Belgium: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress | 1959-60 |
| MS 239/T2/21 | Berlin: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; report on a journey to Berlin | 1947-56 |
| MS 239/T2/22 | Bournemouth: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress | 1947-56 |
| MS 239/T2/23 | Bulgaria: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, mainly in French; 'An appeal for peace by Dr Ashel Hananel, Chief Rabbi of the People's Republic of Bulgaria'; 'The government of the People's Republic of Bulgaria and the Jewish minority' | 1948-52 |
| MS 239/T2/24 | Cyprus: correspondence | 1948 |
| MS 239/T2/25 | Czechoslovakia: correspondence; newspaper cuttings; reports, including an interim report on Czechoslovakia by A.L. Easterman; notes | 1948-57 |
| MS 239/T2/26 | Denmark: correspondence, copy of a memorandum on a visit of Lady Reading and Dr F.R. Bienenfeld to Stockholm, Gottenburg, Malmo and Copenhagen | 1948-59 |
| MS 239/T2/27 | Ethiopia: correspondence, minutes of a meeting of the Standing Conference of Organisations for the Welfare of the Falashas of Ethiopia | 1972 |
| MS 239/T2/28 | Finland: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, some in German; 'Bericht über Miss Hilb's reise nach Finnland', 1950; programme of a music festival, in Swedish [?] | 1948-58 |
| MS 239/T2/29 | France: correspondence; information notes; reports of the meetings and conference of the French Section of the World Jewish Congress | 1955-9 |
| MS 239/T2/30 | France: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, including the Conseil Représentatif des Juifs de France, Association des Amis de l'Aliyah des Jeunes | 1956-7 |
| MS 239/T2/31 | France: correspondence relating to colloquia organised by the French Section of the World Jewish Congress; colloquia papers | 1969-75 |
| MS 239/T2/32 | Germany: correspondence relating to urges from Jewish organisations that the allied government occupying Germany should review the sentences on Nazi war criminals | 1951 |
MS 239/T2/33 Germany: correspondence, some in German; newspaper articles; press surveys; photocopy of 'Note verbale au sujet de l'action immediate a engager contre la montee du neo-nazisme'; translation of 'Servant of the swastika' by E. Martinson; report on a journey to the Federal Republic of Germany by Oscar Karbach; resolutions of the World Jewish Congress; 'World Jewish Congress statements on the resurgence of nazism in Germany'; Deutschland berichte; 'The German parliamentary elections, 1965: an assessment' by F.L. Brassloff; 'German indemnification for victims of nazi persecution' by Dr S.J. Roth; typescript notes on Germany and the statute of limitations; 'Germany's neo-nazis on the offensive: a review of developments in the last few months' by Greta Beigel; Amtliches mitteilungsblatt des bundesausgleichsamtes; printed report, in German, together with a typescript translation, of a speech by Professor Albert Norden, member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany and of the Presidium of the National Councils of the National Front of Democratic Germany, at a press conference in Berlin; Bonner revanchisten-allianz gegen entspannung und abrüstung; survey of events and activities of the international nazi-fascist network 1963-71

MS 239/T2/34 Germany: typescript paper 'Highlights of efforts and developments regarding compensation claims against the German Democratic Republic (GDR)' by Benjamin B. Ferenez 1973

MS 239/T2/35 Germany, American occupied zone: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress 1948-54

MS 239/T2/36 Germany, British occupied zone: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress 1952

MS 239/T2/37 Germany, French occupied zone: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress 1948-9

MS 239/T2/38 Gibraltar and Malta: correspondence 1948-55

MS 239/T2/39 Greece: correspondence of the Central Board of Jewish Communities in Greece and the World Jewish Congress, some in French; 'Evenements et faits importants survenus dans la vie juive de Grece' 1949; report of a visit to Athens by A.L. Easterman, 1948 1948-59

MS 239/T2/40 Hungary: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, some in French, German or Hungarian; notes on a visit by a delegation of the World Jewish Congress to Hungary; draft proposals for cooperation between the World Jewish Congress and the Central Board of Jewish Communities of Hungarian Jewry 1956-8

MS 239/T2/41 Hungary: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, some in German or Hungarian; report of activities of the Central Board of Hungarian Jews, 1959; financial statements 1958-60

MS 239/T2/42 Hungary: papers, including ones on the situation of the Hungarian Jews or material rehabilitation, some in Hungarian n.d. post 1945

MS 239/T2/43 India: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; copy of 'A federation of all-India Jewry' a leading article in Shema 1947-59

MS 239/T2/44 India: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress with India, paper on the Jewish cemetery at Katargram; list of synagogue 1968-74
photographs; typescript notes on references to Jews in the Cochin state manual; copy of the Poomla weekly

**MS 239/T2/45**
India, Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, including the Jewish Association of Calcutta, Jewish Welfare Board, Singapore, the Vereniging voor Joodse Belangen, Indonesia; reports and accounts of the Jewish Welfare Board, Singapore; press release on the affiliation of the Japanese Jewish community with the World Jewish Congress

1948-56

**MS 239/T2/46**
India, China, Russia: memorandums

1956-64

**MS 239/T2/47**
Iraq: correspondence relating to the treatment of Jews in Iraq, including the hanging of a number of Jews

1968-70

**MS 239/T2/48**
Ireland: correspondence, mainly between the Jewish Representative Council of Ireland and the World Jewish Congress; press release; newspaper cuttings; typescript list of affiliated organisations, individual members and donors in Ireland

1948-56

**MS 239/T2/49**
Israel: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress

1955-8

**MS 239/T2/50**
Israel: correspondence with the Israel embassy, London, and Israeli government departments and officials

1956

**MS 239/T2/51**
Israel: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress

1956

**MS 239/T2/52**
Israel: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress with Israeli governmental bodies

1957

**MS 239/T2/53**
Israel: correspondence with Sir Alex Douglas-Home, British Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs; extracts from a speech by Douglas-Home relating to the security of Israel

1970

**MS 239/T2/54**
Israel: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress and Israel Universities' Study Group for Middle Eastern Affairs; copies of UNESCO resolutions on Israel; a speech on the Jerusalem resolution delivered by Marcus R.Einfeld on behalf of the World Jewish Congress at the eighteenth general conference of UNESCO; JTA cuttings

1974-5

**MS 239/T2/55**
Italy: correspondence; summary reports on events of Jewish interest in Italy; 'Bemerkungen und vorschlaege der Italienischen delegation zur joint distribution committee konferenz in Paris'

1948-59

**MS 239/T2/56**
Leeds: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress with Leeds branch; report of a one day school held by the Leeds branch

1955-7

**MS 239/T2/57**
Luxemburg: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, in French or German

1949-55

**MS 239/T2/58**
Mauritius: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; typescript interim report, 1941-2 on the detention camp in Mauritius

1942-4

**MS 239/T2/59**
Middle East: correspondence; extracts of newspaper reports; papers including a brief summary of Abba Eban's plan for Middle Eastern peace submitted to the United Nations, a paper of the fifty sixth meeting of the British Council of Churches; pamphlet *Israel and the Arabs the way forward* by Vice Admiral Sir Anthony Buzzard, Chairman of the Middle East Committee of the British
Council of Churches; notes on a briefing with Buzzard and notes commenting upon his pamphlet; pamphlet on the Arab-Israeli conflict

MS 239/T2/60 Middle East: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; memorandum from A.Kaplan on Jews in Syria; lists of persons invited to the meeting of the International Affairs Commission in Montreal, 1970, and of those invited to the International Affairs Commission in Paris, 1971; agendas for the International Affairs Commission in Paris; draft resolutions on peace in the Middle East, Soviet Jewry and Syrian Jewry; copies of a working paper 'The organisation of the Department of International Affairs of the European Executive of the World Jewish Congress'; notes on and minutes of the meeting of the International Affairs Commission in London, 1967

MS 239/T2/61 Morocco: correspondence; information notes; copies of a report, in French, of a visit by Mr Lazarus to Morocco; letter from Lazarus at Casablanca to the Paris bureau of the World Jewish Congress

MS 239/T2/62 Morocco: newspaper articles; typescript papers

MS 239/T2/63 Morocco, Spanish: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress

MS 239/T2/64 Netherlands: correspondence; typescript report on a visit to Holland; typescript of 'History of the kerkegenootschap: the Aschenasi community of Holland'

MS 239/T2/65 Netherlands: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress

MS 239/T2/66 Norway: correspondence; papers; notes on Sweden, Denmark and Norway; paper in German, with statistics for Jews in Norway; typescript of 'New Jewish life in Norway' by Alfred Joachim Fischer

MS 239/T2/67 Palestine, United Nations Special Commission on: correspondence; memorandums submitted by Jewish organisations and communities - the World Jewish Congress, the Jewish communities of Slovakia, Moravia, Bohemia and Silesia, Hungarian Jewish organisations, the Central Committees of Liberated Jews in Germany, Austria and Italy, Nederlandsch-Israelietisch Kerkgenootschap, Romanian Jewish organisations, the Central Board of the Jewish communities of Greece, Unione delle Comunita Israelitiche Italiane, Délegation des Réfugiés en Suisse; 'A magyarorszagi izraelitak orszagos irodajanak: értesítője'; 'Memorandum soumis à la commission spéciale des nations unies pour la palestine'; In the clutches of famine: tragical situation of Roumanian Jewry; The Wiener Library bulletin

MS 239/T2/68 Palestine: Correspondence; newspaper articles; paper relating to Palestine week; photocopy of a brochure for special interest tours to Lebanon

MS 239/T2/69 Poland: correspondence; newspaper article; papers; typescript of a report by A.Reiss on a visit to Poland

MS 239/T2/70 Portugal: correspondence; typescript of a report by A.L.Easterman on his visit to Lisbon

MS 239/T2/71 Romania: correspondence; extracts of newspaper reports; bulletins; typescript of 'The problem of the liberation of the imprisoned
zionists in Roumania'; typescript memorandum on the assets of Hungarian and Romanian Jews held by the custodian of enemy property in the United Kingdom; typescript peace treaty with Rumania, with consideration to the position of Jews, submitted to the Conference of Foreign Ministers by the American Jewish Congress, the Board of Deputies of British Jews and the World Jewish Congress; typescript of 'provisions for inclusion in the Treaty of Peace with Roumania'

MS 239/T2/72 Romania: correspondence; 'preliminary report on Rumania'; typescript paper on the situation in Romania; list of British parliamentary delegation visiting Romania; typescript of 'Memorandum concerning activities for the release of the arrested Zionist leaders in the RPR' by Idoy Cohen; typescript of a report, in French, on the meeting of Zionist organisations 1948-9

MS 239/T2/73 Russia: correspondence; typescript paper on Jews in Russia 1948-50

MS 239/T2/74 Russia: correspondence relating to the situation of Jews in Eastern Europe and Russia; papers of the Conference Europeenne des Communautes Juives sur la Situation des Juifs en Union Soviétique 1969-70

MS 239/T2/75 Rhodesia: correspondence of the Rhodesian Jewish Board of Deputies 1954-7

MS 239/T2/76 Salzburg: correspondence of the Jewish Central Committee for the American Zone of Austria, Salzburg, and the World Jewish Congress 1948-52

MS 239/T2/77 South Africa: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress and the South African Board of Deputies 1949


MS 239/T2/79 South Africa: correspondence of World Jewish Congress, mainly with the South African Jewish Board of Deputies; news feature paper on South African Jewry 1954-7

MS 239/T2/80 South Africa: correspondence between the World Jewish Congress and the South African Jewish Board of Deputies 1958-9

MS 239/T2/81 South Africa: correspondence of the Institute of Jewish Affairs with the South African Jewish Board of Deputies and the South African Zionist Federation 1970-1

MS 239/T2/82 South America: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; paper on Jews in Mexico 1955-7

MS 239/T2/83 South and Central America: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, some in Spanish; press releases; typescript notes on Uruguay; 'Trends in Brazilian Catholicism' by Natan Lerner; 'Report on the anti-Semitic demonstrations in the South American countries'; summary of a report by M. Turkow on a visit to Chile and Bolivia, 1961 1956-66

MS 239/T2/84 South and Central America: correspondence of the Cultural Department of the World Jewish Congress mainly with the Congreso Judío Latin Americano; typescript paper 'Education for cultural pluralism' by Jacob Halevy; 'Resolution of the re-structuating commission approved at the plenary session of the 1968-74
sixth conference of Latin American in Lima'; memorandums; 'Acta resumida de la reunion de los miembros Argentinos y Uruguayos del Congreso Judío Latinoamericano, rama del Congreso Judío Mundial' at Buenos Aires

MS 239/T2/85 Spain: memorandums by Dr I. Schwarzbart 1950-4

MS 239/T2/86 Spain: correspondence; copies of documents; typescript of a report on a visit by André Jabès to the Jewish communities in Spain; photographs 1966-8

MS 239/T2/87 Sweden: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, some in German; 'The congress position in Sweden' a background paper for the meeting of the co-ordination committee; report, in German, of activities of the Swedish section of the World Jewish Congress, 1952 1951-9

MS 239/T2/88 Switzerland: correspondence, some in German; resume of the OSE-World Jewish Congress Standing Committee, 1957; short memorandum on OSE-Israel; questionnaire on emigration countries; Rapport annuel et compte rendu de la Fédération Suisse des Communautés Israélites pour l'année, 1949-50 1948-57

MS 239/T2/89 Switzerland: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress 1956-7

MS 239/T2/90 Switzerland: correspondence of the Cultural Department of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress 1968-74

MS 239/T2/91 Trieste: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress with Trieste; 'Memorandum from the Central Consistoire of Jews in Bulgaria to the Executive Committee of the World Jewish Congress'; survey on the situation and urgent requirements of the Jewish community of Trieste 1947-8

MS 239/T2/92 Tunisia: correspondence; list of delegates at a conference; memorandums; newspaper cuttings 1949-58

MS 239/T2/93 Turkey: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, some in French; typescript paper on Jews in Turkey, in French 1947-60

MS 239/T2/96 United States of America: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; list of newspapers; copy of Allgemeine jüdische wochenzeitung; booklet setting out the programme of the World Jewish Congress 1946-75

MS 239/T2/95 United States of America: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress with organisations and individuals in the United States of America; newsletters; bulletin of the World Confederation of General Zionists, New York 1956-7

MS 239/T2/96 United States of America: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress 1959-60

MS 239/T2/97 Vienna: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; typescript notes on Jewish claims against Austria; 'Suggestions for the meeting of the European branch of the World Jewish Congress executive' relating to Austria; 'Report on actions relating to Austria at the session of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg'; 'Short minutes of the meeting of the four organisations', Paris, 1952; report on a visit to Austria 1948-56
| MS 239/T2/98 | Yugoslavia: correspondence, papers, *Bulletin of the Federation of Jewish Communities in Yugoslavia* | 1948-56 |
| MS 239/T2/99 | Yugoslavia: correspondence of the Cultural Department of the World Jewish Congress mainly with Savez Jevreiskih Opstina Jugoslavie (Federation of Jewish communities in Yugoslavia) | 1968-75 |

**MS 239/T3** Subjects

| MS 239/T3/1 | Anti-Semitic organisations: correspondence; lists of participants of an executive meeting of the World Jewish Congress, some in French and German; page, in Spanish, on the Jews and the communists; booklet 'Das internationale konspirationsnetz der feinde der demokratie'; booklet 'Das internationale verbindunge und organisationsetz des neonazismus und anti-semitismus'; booklet 'Das netwerk antidemokratischer organisationen'; *La voix de la resistance*; press releases, in German, on anti-Semitism; 'Survey of nazi, fascist and right extremist organisations in Europe'; 'Periodic reports on the Jewish position' by the Institute of Jewish Affairs; 'Hungarian hate groups' by Robert Major; *Die antisemitischen und nazistischen vorfälle* | 1956-60 |
| MS 239/T3/2 | Air piracy: correspondence; papers; including a statement by the American Jewish Congress | 1969 |
| MS 239/T3/3 | Arab boycott of Israel: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, some in French; copy of 'The Arab boycott of Israel: its grounds and regulations' produced by the Iraqi Information Bureau; newspaper cuttings and extracts; copy of a list, in French, produced by the Syrian government of merchandise to be boycotted; 'The world wide Arab boycott of foreign Jewish firms and of enterprises maintaining business with the state of Israel'; copies of correspondence and contracts of Pilot Radio Limited, London | 1954-7 |
| MS 239/T3/4 | Arab boycott: correspondence, some in German; extract of a newspaper report; extract from *Hansard*; list, partly in Arabic, of names of companies | 1956 |
| MS 239/T3/5 | Arab boycott of Israel: copies of lists in Arabic and English of Jewish firms; copies of newspaper articles, in Arabic, some with cartoons | 1956 |
| MS 239/T3/6 | Arab propaganda: correspondence of the Institute of Jewish Affairs with the United States of America | 1969-70 |
| MS 239/T3/7 | Arab propaganda: correspondence of the Institute of Jewish Affairs with South America | 1969-70 |
| MS 239/T3/8 | Arab propaganda: correspondence of the Institute of Jewish Affairs with Australia | 1969-72 |
| MS 239/T3/9 | Arab propaganda: correspondence of the Institute of Jewish Affairs | 1969-71 |
| MS 239/T3/10 | Archives: correspondence with the Central Zionist Archives, Jerusalem; photocopies of correspondence, lists of material, 1940 | 1969 |
| MS 239/T3/11 | Arendt, Hannah, *Eichmann in Jerusalem*: correspondence; notes on Hannah Arendt and the book on Eichmann; copies of correspondence between Hannah Arendt and Professor Gershom | 1963 |
| MS 239/T3/12 | Books: correspondence; report of the Cultural Committee of the World Jewish Congress; book exhibition catalogues; essay competition forms | 1956-7 |
| MS 239/T3/14 | Conference on German External Debts, London: final report | 1952 |
| MS 239/T3/15 | Conference of Jewish communities in the British Commonwealth: correspondence; background material; minutes; papers | 1954 |
| MS 239/T3/16 | Conference on Jewish Material Claims against Germany: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress | 1957 |
| MS 239/T3/17 | Conference of Jewish material claims against Germany: correspondence; circulars; documentation; statistics, some in German | 1965 |
| MS 239/T3/18 | Consultation with Jewish organisations: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; notes of meetings; papers of the Commonwealth conference on consultation of London representatives of non-governmental organisations having consultative status at the Economic and Social Council; draft papers | 1950-7 |
| MS 239/T3/19 | Economics: newspaper article, copy of *Economic horizons yearbook and trade directory*, copy of *Synagogue life* | 1966 |
| MS 239/T3/21 | Europe, post war Jewish community in: press releases by the Joint Distribution Committee, New York on the post-war Jewish community in Europe: 'Europe's Jewish children - our hope for the future'; 'The Jewish scene in Europe' by Dr Joseph J.Schwartz; 'Long range medical program needed to return Europe's Jews to health' by Dr J.J.Golub; 'Economic cultural revival of Jews in Poland' by the Committee's director of activities in Poland | 1947 |
| MS 239/T3/22 | Florence, colloquium: newspaper articles | 1958 |
| MS 239/T3/23 | Heirless property, unclaimed Jewish property: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress | 1949-51 |
| MS 239/T3/24 | Heirless property, Switzerland: correspondence; typescript notes, mainly in German | 1962-3 |

1949-51

MS 239/T3/27  Human Rights, Institute of: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress and the Council of Europe; typescript notes on the Council of Europe; typescript notes on the organisation of the World Jewish Congress; 'Memorandum on the possibility of establishing a formal association of co-operation between the two bodies' of the Council of Europe and the World Jewish Congress; aide de memoire

1961-4

MS 239/T3/28  Human rights: correspondence, including a letter from the World Jewish Congress to the Human Rights Commission of the United Nations; paper on the activities of the World Jewish Congress; minutes of a meeting held at the house of Israel M.Sieff, 1963; press release warning of anti-Semitic activities

1963-71

MS 239/T3/29  International Congress of Jewish Music: programmes; newspaper cuttings; typescript notes; correspondence, some in French, German and Hebrew script

1957

MS 239/T3/30  International Education Year Sub-Committee: correspondence; papers; minutes

1969-71

MS 239/T3/31  Israeli-Palestine Committee, Paris, March 1970: correspondence; reports, including a confidential report of the seminar; programmes

1968-74

MS 239/T3/32  Jews in Arab countries: correspondence of the World Jewish Congress; The persecution of Jews in Iraq, Syria, Egypt by Amities francaises pour la delivrance des juifs au moyen orient; papers, in French, for an international conference organised by Amites francaises pour la delivrance des juifs au moyen orient; 'Arab anti-Jewish activities in Europe' by Dr S.J.Roth; copy of a letter from J.H.Tyndall to Colonel Shazly of the Embassy of the United Arab Republic, London, with a proposal for cooperation between the National Socialist Movement and the United Arab Republic; transcript of tape recorded conversations between Bjorn Lunah and his Arab contact; paper on the legal position regarding incitement to racial and religious hatred; survey of events and activities of the international nazi-fascist network; translation of an article 'The catastrophic decline of Jewish world influence'

1956-70

MS 239/T3/33  Jewish musicological congress: correspondence, programme, notes

1956-7

MS 239/T3/34  Jewish organisations conference: draft agenda and programme of the printed reports: 'The state of Soviet Jewry'; 'A survey of communal life in Britain' by Barnett Janner, President of the Board of Deputies of British Jews; 'The racial riots, the situation to date'

1958
1969

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/35</td>
<td>Oberammergau passion play: correspondence between the World Jewish</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congress and the Council of Christians and Jews; press statement;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>newspaper article relating to the distortion of the text of the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oberammergau passion play</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/36</td>
<td>Publications, in Hebrew script</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/37</td>
<td>Repatriation: correspondence, including the World Jewish Congress,</td>
<td>1955-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>some in German</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/38</td>
<td>Stephen Wise Memorial Appeal: correspondence</td>
<td>1949-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/39</td>
<td>Stephen Wise Memorial Appeal: correspondence</td>
<td>1949-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/40</td>
<td>Student centre: draft declaration of trust papers for a new student</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>centre for Jewish students; notes on a BBC <em>Panorama</em> programme;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>draft circular on conference on Soviet Jewry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/41</td>
<td>Szwarc, Richard: correspondence from Richard Szwarc to his father</td>
<td>1965-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander; letter, in German, and translation, from Alexander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Szwarc to the World Jewish Congress concerning his son and asking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for assistance to locate and visit him in England; notes on Szwarc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and his case</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/42</td>
<td>Unterlagen zum Bundesentschädigungsgesetz (Stuttgart)</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/43</td>
<td>War crimes: paper, in German, on Slovakian Jews and their fate,</td>
<td>1944-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 1944; copies of two folders of documents and papers, some in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>French, on the Jewish situation in countries, psychological</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>warfare, list of concentration camps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/44</td>
<td>War crimes: investigation of the Prosecutor of Hamburg: correspondence,</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>questionnaire, papers, some in German, concerning witnesses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>required by the Prosecutor of Hamburg investigating war crimes;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jewish Peace Fellowship papers; <em>I.F. Stone's weekly</em>; *Anatomy of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the establishment* by Joel Marcus; papers for the Israel Academic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Committee on the Middle East; World Jewish Congress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>correspondence; printed articles on the Middle East</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/45</td>
<td>War crimes, Statute of Limitations for the prosecution of nazi:</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>letter from the Secretary General of the World Jewish Congress to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the British Section</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 239/T3/46</td>
<td>War criminals, Herman Krumey and Otto Hunsche: correspondence, some</td>
<td>1967-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in German, relating to the documentation for trial of Herman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krumey and Otto Hunsche for war crimes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MS 239/T3/47 War criminals, Ain Erwin Mere, head of Estonian Security police: copies of correspondence and documents relating to the case of Ain Erwin Mere, who headed of the Estonian security forces 1941-63

MS 239/T3/48 War criminals, Ain Erwin Mere, head of Estonian Security police: copies of documents; correspondence; pamphlet in Russian; newspaper articles and newspapers, some in Russian, Hebrew script or Estonian [?]; copies of photographs; typescript papers, some in Russian; list of documents concerning the prosecution of Mere; notes; copy of the incitement, in Russian, in the criminal case against Mere; copies of the British nationalities acts 1941-66

MS 239/T3/49 War criminals, Paul Stancl: notes on Franz Paul Stanel, a member of the SS Hauptsturmfuehrer and the Gestapo, who worked at Belzec, Sobiber and Treblinka 1967

MS 239/T3/50 War criminals: copies of documents and printed pamphlets, newspapers all relating to Nazis 1941-71

MS 239/T3/51 War criminals: copies of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress `Survey'; paper on the reburial of Nazi war criminals 1954

MS 239/T3/52 War criminals: copy of a list of documents at the Wiener Library; newspaper articles and cuttings; papers relating to a case against Adolf Eichmann; notes on Hermann Krumey; report on the recent activities of the World Jewish Congress in the field of prosecution of German war criminals by Nehemiah Robinson 1959-61

MS 239/T3/53 Youth rebellion and Jewish identity: typescript papers; covering letters 1970

**MS 239/T4 Scrapbooks**

MS 239/T4/1 Volume containing booklets, programmes, invitations 1944-66

MS 239/T4/2 Volume containing booklets, programmes, invitations 1967-8

MS 239/T4/3 Volume of newspaper cuttings 1954-7

MS 239/T4/4 Volume of newspaper cuttings 1958-68

MS 239/T4/5 Volume of newspaper cuttings 1960-1